Russia and China Are Why the New World Order Is Imploding
By Jon Hellevig, source: the Saker Blog, 18 September 2019
The last week of August was full of portentous events. Only somebody who has not been
awake for the last few years will fail to realize how these at first sight unconnected
events are part of the same matrix. There was the ever louder talk in mainstream media
about an approaching global recession, inverted yield curves and the negative yields, which
tell us that the Western financial system is basically in coma and kept alive only by generous
IV injections of central bank liquidity. By now it has dawned on people that the central
bankers acting as central planners in a command economy and printing money (aka
quantitative easing) to fuel asset bubbles are about to wipe off the last vestiges of what
used to be a market economy.
Then we saw Trump taking new twitter swipes at China in his on-and-off “great trade deal”
and the stock markets moving like a roller coaster in reaction to each new twitter salvo. Also,
we had both Trump and Macron sweet talking about getting Russia back and again renaming
their club G8. Last Tuesday at a G7 presser in Biarritz, the Rothschild groomed Macron took
it one step further opening up about the reasons why they all of a sudden longed-for
friendship with Russia: “We are living the end of Western hegemony.” In the same series,
Britain’s new government under Boris Johnson was telling his colleagues in Biarritz that he is
now decisively going for a no-deal Brexit, after which he went back to London and staged a
coup d’état by suspending parliament to ensure no elected opposition interfered with it.
Perhaps the weirdest news to crown it all, came from Jackson Hole, Wyoming, where the
Western central bankers were holed up for their annual retreat. The president of Bank of
England Mark Carney shocked everybody (at least those not present) by announcing that
the US dollar was past its best-before and should be replaced with something the central
bankers have up their sleeves.
The New World Order is in its death throes
What these events have in common is that they amount to an admission that the
globalist New World Order project in its present form is dead, or at least in its death
throes. It has bumped its head against an impenetrable Sino-Russian wall of resistance. The
heated totalitarian propaganda against Russia since 2001 (when the NWO realized that Putin
wasn’t their man); regime change and colour revolutions in neighbouring countries; attempts
at Maidan style coups in Moscow; and finally the sanctions since 2014 were key to the
Anglo-Zionist empires strategy. They needed to take over either China or Russia to gain
absolute world hegemony. Taking over either one, they would have checkmated the
remaining one, and after that the entire world. They rightly deemed Russia as the weaker
piece and went all out in that direction. The NWO wanted to take advantage of Russia’s
weakness in form of its Western minded comprador class and a shell-shocked liberal
intelligentsia (dominating media, culture and business, just like in Hong Kong, BTW), which
is constitutional uncapable of thinking with their own brains to liberate themselves from
Soviet era stereotypes (“Soviet Union/Russia bad, West good”).
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They then figured that economic and cultural sanctions (e.g. Olympic ban) coupled with
doubling down on the propaganda would break the country. Luckily, the Russian narod,
the common people saw through it all and would not play along with the enemy. At the same
time, Russia paraded its resurrected military in Crimea and Syria as well as its formidable
new hypersonic doomsday weapons. The military option to take over Russia was not in the
cards any longer.

Russian economy from strength to strength
Believing their own propaganda, they had got that totally wrong. Endlessly repeating their
own self-serving talking points they must have truly fancied that Russia’s economy
amounted to nothing else than export of fossil fuels, that “Russia’s economy is the size of
Holland’s,” that “Russia does not produce anything,” and that Russia was “nothing but a gas
station with nukes” (somehow managing to ignore the significance of the nukes part). I
seriously believe, that the propaganda had become so complete that the Western leaders and
the intelligence people actually had come to adapt their own propaganda as the truth. What is
for sure, is that all Western media, including what should be the most respected business
journals and all those think tanks, had not published one honest appraisal of the Russian
economy in 15 years. Every single piece I read over the years had clearly been written with
the aim to denigrate Russia’s achievements and economic development. Nowhere to be found
were reports on how Putin by 2013 had totally overhauled the economy transforming Russia
into the most self-sufficient diversified major country in the world with all the capabilities of
the foremost industrial powers. In fact, I tend to think that even the US presidents from Bush
to Obama were fed in their intelligence briefings cooked up fake reports about the Russian
economy and the whole nation. Actually, I would go one step further. I bet that the CIA itself
in the end believed the propaganda it had given birth to. (It has been said that at some point
the genuine Russia analysts had all been dismissed or demoted and replaced with a team
specializing in anti-Russian propaganda).
But actually all the data was there in plain view. I myself took the trouble to compile a report
on the real conditions of Russia’s economy fresh at the onset of the 2014 crisis. In the report,
I set out to show that Russia indeed had modernized and diversified its economy; that it had a
vibrant manufacturing industry in addition to its energy and minerals sector; and that its
budget revenues and economy at large were not at all as dependent on oil and gas as it was
claimed. Among other things, we pointed out that Russia’s industrial production had by then
grown more than 50% (between 2000 and 2013) while having undergone a total
modernization at the same time. In the same period, production of food had surged by 100%
and exports had skyrocketed by almost 400%, outdoing all major Western countries. Even the
growth of exports of other than oil and gas products had been 250%.
“The crisis-torn economy battered by years of robber capitalism and anarchy of the
1990’s, which Putin inherited in 2000, has now reached sufficient maturity to justify a
belief that Russia can make the industrial breakthrough that the President has
announced.”
Events have borne out this insight. And it is therefore that Russia won the sanctions battle.
The report represented an appeal to the Western leaders to give up on their vain hope of
destroying Russia through their sanctions and risking nuclear war at it. Russia was invincible
even in this respect. For that purpose I expressly added this missive in the introduction to the
report:
“We strongly believe that everyone beneﬁts from knowing the true state of Russia’s
economy, its real track record over the past decade, and its true potential. Having
knowledge of the actual state of aﬀairs is equally useful for the friends and foes of Russia, for
investors, for the Russian population – and indeed for its government, which has not been
very vocal in telling about the real progress. I think there is a great need for accurate data on
Russia, especially among the leaders of its geopolitical foes. Correct data will help investors
to make a proﬁt. And correct data will help political leaders to maintain peace. Knowing that
Russia is not the economic basket case that it is portrayed to be would help to stave oﬀ the
foes from the collision course with Russia they have embarked on.”
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A follow-up report of June 2017 covering the sanctions years 2014 – 2016, showed how
Russia went from strength to strength never mind the Western attempts at isolation. This
report stressed that Russia’s economy had now become the most diversified in the world
making Russia the most self-sufficient country on this earth.
In this report we exposed the single biggest error of the propaganda driven Russia
analysis. This was the ridiculous belief that Russia supposedly was totally dependent on
oil and gas just because those commodities made up the bulk of the country’s
exports. Confusing exports with the total economy, they had foolishly confused the share of
oil and gas in total exports – which was and remains at the level of 60% – with the share of
these commodities of the total economy. In 2013 the share of oil and gas of Russia’s GDP
was 12% (today 10%). Had the “experts” cared to take a closer look they would have realized
that on the other side of the equation Russia’s imports were by far the lowest (as a share of
GDP) of all major countries. The difference here is that while Russia does not export a great
deal of manufactured goods, it produces by far a bigger share of those for the domestic
market than any other country in the whole world. Taking the 60% of exports to stand for the
whole economy was how the “Russia produces nothing” meme was created.
Finally in a November 2018 report, I could declare that Russia had won hands down the
sanctions war having emerged from it as a quadruple superpower: industrial superpower,
agricultural superpower, military superpower and geopolitical superpower.
Macron et co. realizes that Russia actually is a superpower
These facts have now finally dawned on certain key stakeholders of the globalist regime can
be discerned from the fact that they have tasked their handpicked puppet president Macron to
make up with Russia. Trump has got the same assignment, which is evident from the siren
calls of the two leaders in Putin’s address. Both want to invite Putin to their future G7-8 gettogethers.
As it was said, Macron went as far as unilaterally capitulating and declaring the decline
of the West. He went on to spell out that the reason for this spectacular geopolitical aboutface was the rise of the Beijing – Moscow (de facto) alliance that has caused a terminal shift
on the world scene. Curiously, he also openly blamed the errors of the United States for the
dire state of affairs pointing out that “not just the current administration” were to be blamed.
No doubt, the foremost of these errors, Macron had in mind, was the alienation of Russia
and pushing the country into the warm embrace of China. It is quite clear, that this is
what they want to remedy, snatch the bear back from the dragon. Fortunately, that won’t
happen. Good if there will be rapprochement and good if the West will try, but after all what
Russia has learnt by now it will not sell out on China under any circumstances. I think Putin
and the Russian powers that be have clearly opted for a multipolar world order. That is
definitely not what Macron’s and Trump’s employers have in mind but let them try.
Until Trump took office, the strategy of the US regime had been to pursue only Russia in
its geopolitical ambitions, but by then it had dawned on them that Russia was invincible
especially in the de facto alliance with China. In a sign of desperation, the empire then
opened big time another front with China. Essentially going from bad to worse.
The world order is being shaken like never before
“The world order is being shaken like never before…”, that’s another quote from Macron.
Obviously, it refers to the military and geopolitical strengths of the Sino-Russian alliance, but
certainly also to the economic shifts as the West has lost – and will keep losing – its
economic domination. This brings us back to Mark Carney of Bank of England and his
unprecedented attack on the US dollar arguing that it was time to end its global reserve
currency status. As one option Carney brought up that the major Western central banks
would instead issue a digital cryptocurrency. That is to say, a NWO currency controlled
by the central banks. That would effectively mean the replacement of the Federal Reserve

cartel with a cartel of the Western central banks (the Fed obviously being a part of it). That’s
yet one step further north from any kind of democratic control and a giant step towards world
government.
What could possibly have prompted such a radical US hegemony puncturing idea to be put
forward? One reason obviously is that the Western economies really are in that extreme
critical condition that more and more analysts caution about. (We shall look at the economic
facts further down). There’s a very real possibility that we will be hit by a doomsday
recession. What’s sure is that Carney’s bizarre speech could possibly not have occurred
in a normal economic environment (any more than Macron’s admission that the
Western hegemony is done with). According to Zerohedge, The Financial Times, the party
organ of the globalist elite, admitted as much in its report on the Jackson Hole meeting. The
central bankers “acknowledged they had reached a turning point in the way they viewed
the global system. They cannot rely on the tools they used before the financial crisis to
shape the economic environment, and the US can no longer be considered a predictable
actor in economic or trade policy — even though there is no imminent replacement for the
US dollar in sight.”
There was an effective admission that the central bankers had run out of tricks to pull the
economies out of the everything-bubble mess, not to mention the looming doomsday
recession. According to FT, Carney went as far as flashing the war card saying: “past
instances of very low rates have tended to coincide with high risk events such as wars,
financial crises, and breaks in the monetary regime.” On the one hand this can be seen as an
admission on how deeply tormented they are about the financial situation and what could
happen when it comes crashing down. On the other hand, it can be seen as a sales pitch, “only
we can fix it, trust us, give us a carte blanche.” Or more probably, both.
Note from above Carney saying: “the US can no longer be considered a predictable actor in
economic or trade policy.” Bank of England President here directly attacking President
Trump.
And just a couple of days later William Dudley an ex-president of New York Federal Reserve
Bank (the most influential of the 12 federal reserve banks that comprise the Federal Reserve
System) followed up on a direct attack on Trump. But as they say about spies, there are no
ex-spies, and I would think the same applies for the global financial elite. And yes indeed,
Dudley is a card carrying member of the Council of Foreign Relations. Dudley had penned
an op-ed for Bloomberg titled “The Fed Shouldn’t Enable Donald Trump," where he
openly lobbies for the Fed to deliberately damage the economy in order to neutralize the
policies (namely trade wars) of the sitting president and prevent his reelection chances
by willfully ruining the economy.
One thing is for sure, the elite is desperate and in serious disarray. Very probable that the elite
is split, too. It seems as if there were two globalist factions competing with each other and
wanting to follow vastly different strategies. One faction supports Trump and the other is
against him. Possibly, one that wants to do things with force and another that wants to gain
by stealth. That could be Pentagon and the military-industrial complex vs. the financial elite,
who also owns the media. My argument does not hinge on the veracity of those division lines,
but that some rupture exists among the elites must be taken for granted, otherwise Trump
would have been ousted by now with all that pressure on him.
To summarize
The Western world is in turmoil: the previous overwhelming geopolitical domination is gone
and over with; military solutions against the main adversaries – China and Russia – are off
the books; hybrid wars against them have failed; China and Russia are economically stronger
than ever, too strong for the adversary; and to boot the domestic Western economies are in
extraordinary bad shape, risking a depression of epic proportions.

